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ABSTRACT
Dual integral equations involving generalized Legendre functions and certain
trigonometrical functions are considered. Solutions are obtained by using properties
of generalized Legendre functions and the inversion theorem for the generalized
Mehler - Fock transform.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the analysis of mixed boundary value problems we often encounter
dual integral equations. Dual integral equations involving trigonometrical
functions and Legendre functions which can be solved by the application
of Mehler-Fock inversion theorem [4] were considered by Babloian [1].
He applied these equations to problems of potential theory and to a
torsion problem.
In the present paper we consider more general dual integral equations
than those of Babloian and solve them formally by using properties of
generalized Legendre functions and the generalized Mehler-Foek inversion
theorem. The inversion theorems for the generalized Mehler-Fock trans-
form have been given by Braaksma and Meulenbeld [2] and Rosenthal
[6], see also Sneddon [7]. Some integrals involving generalized Legendre
functions are also evaluated which are not available elsewhere. These
are needed in the present analysis.
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2. SOME IN'l'EQRALS INVOLVING GENERALIZED LEGENDRE FUNCTIONS
The generalized Legendre function P;'(z) is defined by [3, p. 122]
(2.1) P;,(z)= F(1~,u)G~~Y" 2F l ( - V, v+ 1; 1- ,u; ! - !-z), j1- zl< 2.
The followin g two integral representations for Pf,(z) are basi c tools for
our present investigation:
lP,,':HiT (cosh eX ) = (n /2)-! {F(!- ,u)}-l sinh "eX(2 .2) f cos tt (cosh o: - cosh t)-" -i dto
where Re,u < ! [3, p . 156], and
lP':HiT (cosh eX) = (2n)' {F( ! + ,u)}-l sinh -"eX cosech ore -(2.3) 00· {F(!-,u + i r )F (! -,u - ir)}-l J sin it (cosh t - cosh eX)l'-i dt
where -!<Re ,u<t [5, p. 165].
Let Fe(-l') and Fs(r) denote the Fourier cosine and sine transforms of
j( x). Then (2.2) can be written as
~ Fe[U(eX-t)(cosh eX-cosht)-w-i] =
(2.4) ~ = F (i - ,u ) sinh -"eX P':HiT (cosh eX ),
where U(x) is the Heaviside unit function, so that by the inversion
formula for the F ourier cosine transform we have
U(eX ~ t)(cosh eX - cosh t)-,,-t = (2/n)i F(!-,u)sinh -" eX '
(2.5) 00
· f P':.HiT (cosh eX ) cos tr dr.
o
Also, (2.3) can be expressed by
IFs[U(t- eX)(cosh t-cosh eX)"-l] =(2.6) ="n-1F (1 + ,u)F (! - ,u+ ir )F (! - ,u- ir )sinh stt: sinh " IXP-HiT (cosh eX ),
which on inversion gives
U(t - eX)(cosh t - cosh IX),,-, = 2l n-3/ 2F(! + ,u)sinh "eX .
(2.7) 00
· f F(l-,u +ir)F(!-,u-ir) sinh nr P':.HiT(cosh IX ) sin tr da,
o
If ep(t) is monotonic strictly increasing and differentiable for a < t < b,
and ep'(t) =I- 0 in this interval , then the solutions of the equations
(2.8)
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t t(x) dx
[ {ep(t)-cp(x)}" =g(t) , a -c.t-cb, 0<1X <1
and
(2.9) b j(x)dxf {¢>(x)-rp(t)}'" =g(t), a-ci-cb, O< .x<l
are give n by [7, pp. 209-210]
(2.10)
and
(2.11)
- 1' d '" rp'(t) g(t)
j(X) = tn: sin nee dx f {rp(x) _rp(t)}I-'" dt
d rp'(t) g(t)
j(x) = -WI sin nee dx [ {rp(t) _rp(X)}l-e< dt
respectively. Therefor e, in view of (2.8) and (2.10) the integral repre-
sentat ion (2.2) gives
(2.12) t - (2 )-1r(.l) d st sinh I-PiX P':H it (cosh .x)d.xcos r- n 2-J-l cosJ-ln dt (cosh h)1 Po cos t - cos .x'-
(2.13)
Also, in view of (2.9) and (2.11), from (2.3) we get
~ costr=2-1 n-3/2 r(t +J-l) cosJ-ln r(!-J-l+ir) r(t-J-l-ir)·
~ . h sOC> sinh P+1.x P,: Hit (cosh .x)d.xr Sln nr - _ . .t (cosh .x- cosh t)"+1
Another result that we shall need is the followi ng inversion formula
for the generalized Mehler-Fock transform due to Braaksma and Meulen-
bcld [2, Theo. 7]; see also [6] for conditions of validity .
If
00
(2.14) tp(cosh .x) = S P':j+i.(cosh .x)j (r )dr
o
t hen, under certain conditi ons,
(2 .15)
1
j(.~'=n-l. sinh n. r(! - f.t + ir)r( ! -fl- ir)·
. J P':H it (cosh .x)tp (cosh .x) sinh x d«.
o
3. D UA L INTEGRAL l<' Q UA TIO NS WITH GEN1<JRA LIZED LEG l<JN DRI<j FUNCTION
KEltNE LS
We wish to solve the pair of equati ons
00
(3.1) S j(r) P':j+it (cosh «) d-r: = g(.x) (O < .x< iXl )
o
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(3.3)
lOJ j(T)F(!-fl+iT)r(!-fl-iT) '(3.2) Tsinh nTP~t+ir (cosh a) dT=h(a) (a >al)'
Multiplying (3.1) by n-IF(!-fl)cosflnsinhi-pa (coshx-cosha)rl ,
integrating the result with respect to IX from °to x, and then differentiating
with respect to x we have
ln-I F(l.- ) cos n OOs j(T)dT!:.- sO: sinh I-Pa P~t+ir (cosh a)d~z fl fl 0 dx 0 (cosh x - cosh a)-PH=FI(x) (O ';;;X ';;;lX1)
where
(3.4)
Now, applying (2.12) to (3.3) we get
(3.5) Fc[f(t)]=FI(x) (O .;;;x .;;; al) .
Further, we multiply (3.2) by
n-2F( i +fl) cos fln sinh I·+la (cosh a - cosh x)-l-P,
integrate with respect to a from x to oo and apply (2.13) to get
(3.6) Fc[f(t)] =F2(x) (x > al ),
where
(3.7)
Hence, if we define
F(x)= ~ FI(x) (O .;;;x .;;; al)
( F 2(x) (x > al),
we see that
Fc[f(t)] = F(x).
Therefore by inversion we get
(3.8)
~ j(t) = Fc[F(x)]
Y2 " 1 Y2°O( = - S FI(x) cos xt dx+ - S F 2(x) cos xt dx.non "1
In many physical problems we are interested in the form of g(a) , when
a >al, or the form of h(a) when O.;;;a .;;;al. From the definition (3.1) of
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g(lX) we have for lX>lXI,
00 y2,"1
g(lX) = S P':H'T (cosh lX) dT: - S FI(x) cos XT: ax
a n a
+ j P':H'T (cosh lX) dT: 1/~ j F 2(x) cos XT: dx
a Vn '"1
'"1 y2 00
= f F1(x)dx - f P':HiT (cosh lX) cos XT: dT:
a n 0
+ j F 2(x)dxl/~ j P':HiT (cosh lX) cos XT: da,
'"1 Vn a
Now, applying the result (2.5) this can be written as
(3.9)
"'1 FI(x)
g(lX) = ! (cosh lX - cosh x)p+i
'" F 2(x )
+ [1 (cosh lX - cosh x)P+i
SinhPlX
r(l-p) dx
sinh!' o:
r(l-p) d»,
It can also be shown that, for °< a < lXI ,
(3.10)
h( ) n . h ,,[ FI(lXI)lX = SIn -rlX -
rep + l ) (cosh lXI- cosh lX )i-P
"'1 F;(x) d
- J x
" (cosh x - cosh lX)i-p
_ F2(lXI) _ 00 F~(x) ax]
(cosh lXI- cosh lX)i-p £(cosh x- cosh lX)i-p •
Next, we consider the dual integral equations
00
(3.11) J T:j(T:) P':H'T (cosh lX) dT: = g(lX) (O <lX <lXI)
o
(3.12)
l
00
J j(r)T(l-p+i-r)r(l-p-iT:) '
a.sinh nT: P':Hlr (cosh lX) dT: = h(lX)
To solve the above pair we multiply (3.11) by
n-Ir(t-p) cos pn sinh I-PlX (cosh x-cosh lX) ....Hp
and integrate with respect to lX from 0 to x to get
l :Jr1T(!-p) cospn f T:j(r)dT: j P':HiT (cosh x)(3.13) 0 0sinh l-i'lX (cosh x-cosh lX)-Hp dlX =FI(x),
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where
(3.14)
(cosh x - cosh .x)-1+1' dec.
Now, we integrate (2.12) with respect to t and apply the result to (3.13)
and get
(3.15) Fs[f(t)] = Fl(x) (O <X <.xl) .
Next, multiply (3.12) by
n - 2r(t +f-l) cos f-ln sinh JJ+1.x (cosh .x- cosh x )-1-1',
integrate with respect to .x from x to oo, and then differentiate with
respect to x and finally apply (2.13) and get
(3.16) F s[f(t)]=F2(x) (X>.xl)
where
d 00(3. 17) F 2(x) = -n-2 r(t+ f-l) cos f-lnd- f h(.x) sinh JJ+1.x (cosh .x- cosh x)-l-JJ d«.
x.,
Thus
(3.18) Fs[f(t)] = Fl(x) (O <x <.xd
=F2(x) (X>.xl).
Hence, by inversion
(3.19) f(t) = y! jlFl(x) sin t x dx + y! j F 2(x) sin t x dx.
non "I
The solution (3.8) of the pairs (3.1) and (3.2) can be applied to reduce
the following more general system to a Fredholm integral equat ion of
the second kind
00
(3.20) J f(r)[1 + H (r )] P':.Hlf (cosh «] dr=g(IX) (O <.x < .xl )
o
(3.21)
)
00
f f(r)r(t -f-l +ir)r(t-f-l- i r)
Or sinh rrr P':.Hif (cosh x) dr=h(.x)
where the function H(r) is given and it is desired to find the unknown
function f(r).
'l'he equation (3.20) can be written as
)
j f(r) P':.Hif (cosh IX) dr=g(.x)- j f(r)H(r)
(3.22) 0 0
P':.l+if (cosh IX) dr (0 <1:\ < .xl ).
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Then by (3.8) the solution of (3.22) and (3.21) is given by
(3.23) I(r) = V~ jlF1(x) cos rx dx + V~ SF 2(x) cos rx dx ,
n n "1
where F 2(x ) is the same as defined by (3.7), but
(3.24)
co
. {g(<x) - f l(r)H(r)P':HiT (cosh <X) dr}.
o
Let us write
d :e
G1(x) = n-1 cos fhn r(l - fh) d- f sinh 1-1S<X (cosh x - cosh <X)-i+lt g(<x)d<xX o
and
L(r) = 1/~ SF2(X) cos rx dx.r n "1
Then , by (2.12) ,
d :e
n-1 r(~ - fh) cos fh1'l dx [ sinh I-IS x(coeh x- cosh <X)-++IS d<x
co
J l(r)H(r)P':HiT (cosh <X) dt
o
co
= (2/n)+ f I(r) H(r) cos rx dr
o
"1 co
= 2/n f F 1(y)dy J H(r) cos rx cos ry dr
o 0
co
+ (2/n)+ J L(r)H(r) cos rx ds,
o
'Therefore, the solution of the dual integral equat ions (3.20), (3.21) is
given by (3.23), where F 1(x ) is the solution of the Fredholm integral
equation of the second kind
" 1
F1(x )+ f F I(u)K(x, u)du = G*(x), (0 <;;; x <. <Xl)
o
with the kernel K(x, u) defined by
K(x, u) = (2n)-+{Hc(x+u)+Hc( lx-ul)} ,
Ilc(x) = Fc[H(r)],
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and the function G*(x) is defined by
G*(x) = G1(x) - G2(x),
G2(x) = Fc[L(T)H(T)].
Similarly the solution of the general pair
00
S -r:1(T) P~Hi. (cosh IX) dT=g(IX) (0 ';;;IX ';;;IX1)
o
00
S I(T)[1 +H(T)]F(! -,u + iT)F(! -/1- i-r:) ·
o
is given by
where F 1(x ) is the same as defined by (3.14), but F 2(x ) is the solut ion
of the Fredholm integral equation
00
F 2(x) = H*(x )+ S F 2(y)L(x, y) dy
a
where the kernel L(x , y) is defined by
1
L(x, y) = v- {Hc(x+y)-Hc(!x-yl) } ,
210
H c(x) = F c[H(-r:)]
and the fun ction H*(x) is defined by
d 00
H 1(x) = _10-2 cos,un Fa +,u) -d f sinh I'+lIX (cosh IX - cosh Xl-I-/, h(IX)dIX
X"
2 "'1 00
H 2(x) = - f F 1(y)dy f H(-r:) sin -r:x sin y-r: da,
10 0 0
4. DUAL INTEGRAL EQUATIONS WITH TRIGONOMETRICAL K ERNELS
First of all we consider the pair
00
(4.1) f I( T) cosn dT= g(x ) (O .;;; x .;;; a)
o
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1
O
f' 1(· )[1'(i - Il + i · )1'(! - Il - i.)]- l cosech zrr sin x. dT= h(x)
(4.2)
(x :>a).
We multiply (4.1) by
(2/n)t [1'(i ~ Il)]- l sinh 1'0(, (cosh 0(, - cosh x)-I'-t
and integrate it with respect to x from 0 to 0(, and then apply (2.2) to
obtain
00
S I(T) P': t+iT (cosh 0(,) dT = G1(0(,) , (O< O(, <a)
o
where
(4.3)
(cosh iX - cosh x)-/l-t dx.
Also, if we multiply (4.2) by
(2n)t {T( ~:- fl)} - l (sinh iX)-/l (cosh x - cosh iX)/l-t
integrate it wit h respect to x fro m 0(, to 00 and t hen apply (2.3), we get
00
S I(T) P':HiT (cosh iX ) d. = G2(0(, ) (a < iX < 00 )
o
where
(4.4)
(cosh x-cosh 0(, )1'"; dx.
Now, set
(4.5) '1' (cosh iX) = G(iX) = G1(,x) (0<:0(, <:a)
= 0 2(0(, ) (a < iX < OO ).
Then by inversion formula (2.15) we have
(4.6)
a
.{ SG1(iX) P':HiT (cosh 0(, ) sinh iX d«
o
00
+ S G2(iX ) P ': t+ iT (cosh 0(, ) sinh IX diX}.
a
The solutions of t he following four pairs of equations are easily deducible
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from the pair (4.1), (4.2). The solution of the dual integral equations
ec
(4.7) ST-1/(T) sin XT dT=j(X) (O .;;;x.;;;a)
o
I""oS I(T){T(}-,u +iT)T(}-fl-ir)}-l(4.8) -oosech nT sin XT dT=h(x) (x >a)
is given by (4.6) where we define
l G1(iX) = (2/n)! {T(t-,u)}-l sinh «« of j'(x)(4 .9) (cosh iX-cosh xl-wi dx
instead of (4.3). The function G2(iX ) is defined, as previously, by the
equation (4.4).
The solution of the pair of equations
oo
(4 .10) ST/(T) sin xr dT=K(x) (O .;;;x.;;;a)
o
ec
(4.11) J I(T){l'(}-,u iiT)T(i-,u-iT)}-l.cosechnTsinxTdT =h(a:) (x >a)
o
is obtained by integrating (4.10) with respect to x from 0 to x . It then
assumes the form (4.1) with g(x) now defined by
x
(4.12) g(a:)=C- J K(u)du
o
where C is the constant defined by
00
(4.13) C = J I(T)dT.
o
The solution is then given in terms of C by (4.6), (4.3) and (4.4) with
g(x) definod by (4.12).
The solution of the dual integral equations
00
f I(T) cos TX dT=g(X) (O .;;; :r .;;;a)
o
00ST-1/(T){T(} -,u + iT)r(} -,u -iT)}-l cosech ar cosxTdT = l(x) (x > (~)
o
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is given by (4.6), (4.3), (4.4) with h(x) now defined by
h(x)= -l'(x).
Finally, the solution of the pair of equations
00
S f(i) cos iX di=g(X) (O <x<a)
o
00
S f(i){F(! - It + ii (F a - It -ir)}-l i cosech ni cos Xi di=m(x) (X> a)
o
is given by (4.6), (4.3), (4.4) with h(x) now defined by
00
h(x) =O- S m(u)du.
.,
Finally, it may be mentioned that the dual integral equations and
their solutions which have been discussed by Babloian [1] can be deduced
as special cases of the results contained in this paper simply on setting
It = °and using the facts that
F(!+ii)F(i-ii)=nseehni and ~HiT (X)=P-i+iT(X).
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